Instructions & Care:
WARNING!

Do not operate an outdoor appliance or machine with the cover on. Fabric is
NOT fire resistant. Keep away from open flames or burning logs.

CAUTION!

When covering an outdoor appliance, let it cool before you put the cover on it.

CAUTION!

Remove all cushions to avoid possible mildew before covering your furniture.

Installation
Check your patio furniture, appliance or machine to make sure there are no
sharp objects or corners that could stress your cover as you pull it on.
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Click-Close Straps:
If your cover has
click-close webbed
straps, wrap them
around your furniture
legs and snap shut
(figure 1 & 2). You
can adjust the fit by moving the buckle
position to shorten or lengthen the strap
(figure 3).
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Toggle with Stretch
Cord: If your cover
has the toggle with
stretch cord hem,
you can adjust the
length of the cord.
Pinch cordlock and
pull bungee to draw hem around base
of furniture.
Zippers:
If your cover uses
an open-end zipper
to close the cover,
place the slider
at the end of the
retainer box. Insert
the pin into the retainer box, then pull
the slider to close.
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do not
use soap or
detergent

line dry

do not iron

no bleach
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Rip-and-Grip Closures
If your cover has rip-and-grip closures,
you can adjust the fit by pulling them
apart and repositioning the tabs (figure
4). If your cover has rip-and-grip tabs
along a bottom edge, make sure you
secure together (figure 5).
Handles: If your
cover has handles,
use them to help
pull the cover over
your item.

Cushion Bag: To avoid any possibility of
mildew, be sure your bag is completely
dry before you store it in an enclosed
area for long periods of time.
Cleaning and Care
Clean your cover with a soft brush and
lukewarm water. DO NOT USE SOAP
OR DETERGENT as it may remove
the protective coatings added by the
factory. Air dry.

do not
pack wet

